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Abstract 

Introduction: within the anatomy of the temporal lobe, the mesial aspect of it has been studied extensively, due to its 

complexity and its relationship with the surgical treatment of epilepsy. The lateral and inferior aspects of the temporal 

lobe have simpler, but variable sulcal patterns. It is important to keep in mind that for surgery of the mesial temporal 

region, the lateral aspect is used as the approach, and therefore it is necessary to know the arrangement of the sulci in 

this region. 

Materials and method: 6 temporal lobes (3 left and 3 right) obtained from adult cadavers fixed in formalin solution and 

without macroscopic pathology were used. The length, depth and direction of the grooves were measured in each of the 

preparations. After carrying out the measurements, the temporal lobes were cut in the 3 planes of space (two in the 

sagittal direction, 2 in the coronal direction and 2 in the horizontal plane) to perform a correlation with magnetic nuclear 

resonance (MRI) studies. 

Results: on the lateral side, two constant grooves were found (superior and inferior temporal sulcus). The upper one 

measured between 72 and 99mm in length and between 5 and 13mm in depth. The inferior groove measured between 68 

and 71mm in length and between 6 and 9mm in depth. On the lower surface, two constant grooves were found (temporo-

occipital and collateral grooves). The temporo-occipital sulcus measured between 41 and 68mm in length and between 

2 and 7mm in depth. The collateral sulcus measured between 54 and 69 mm in length and between 3 and 7 mm in depth. 

Conclusions: the general direction of the temporal sulci points towards the temporal horn of the ventricle. Anatomical 

sections in the 3 planes of space provide excellent correlation with imaging studies. 
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Introduction 

The brain is composed of seven lobes: frontal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital 

lobe, temporal lobe, insular lobe, limbic lobe and paracentral lobe 5. 

The temporal lobe is located below the sylvian fissure, which separates it 

from the frontal and parietal lobes; and, it is separated from the occipital 

lobe, by a line that joins the parieto-occipital fissure with the pre occipital 

recess. This lobe has four faces: superior, lateral, basal, and mesial2. The 

mesial surface is one of the most studied regions, due to its complexity 

and its relationship with the surgical treatment of Epilepsy3. However, 

the temporal lobe is the seat of multiple pathologies, which highlights the 

importance of its detailed anatomical knowledge. The lateral and basal 

aspects of the temporal lobe have simpler but variable sulcal patterns, and 

knowledge of them is essential for addressing different pathologies that 

occur in this region4. In turn, the lateral aspect is used as an approach for 

the mesial temporal region, therefore, it is necessary to know the 

arrangement of the sulci in said region5. 

This work proposes to carry out a systematic study of the lateral and basal 

faces, and their imaging correlation, for a better microsurgical result. 

Materials and methods: 

Six temporal lobes (3 left and 3 right) obtained from adult cadavers fixed 

in formalin solution and without macroscopic pathology were used. Each 

hemisphere was studied, assessing its anatomy of grooves and turns, as 

well as different varieties according to each specimen. In each of the 

preparations, the length, depth and direction of the sulci on the lateral and 

basal surfaces of the temporal lobe were measured. After carrying out the 

measurements, the temporal lobes were cut in the 3 planes of space (two 

in the sagittal direction, 2 in the coronal direction and 2 in the horizontal 

plane) to perform a correlation with imaging studies. Subsequently, 20 
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MRI studies of patients without ostensible pathological findings at a 

temporal level were analyzed. A correlation was then made between the 

anatomical and radiological findings. 

 

Figure 2: Vista inferior de cara basal. 1, giro temporal inferior; 2, surco temporo-occipital; 3, giro fusiforme; 4, polo temporal; 5, surco rinal; 6, 

surco colateral; 7, sector anterior del giro parahipocampal; 8, sector posterior del giro parahipocampal; 9, mesencéfalo. 

 

Figure 3 and 4: Corte coronal en RNM, y en pieza anatómica. 1, fisura silviana;  2, giro temporal superior; 3, surco temporal superior; 4, giro 

temporal medio; 5, surco temporal inferior; 6, giro temporal inferior, 7, cuerno temporal.                      
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Figure 5: Corte axial en pieza anatómica y en RNM. 1, fisura silviana; 2, giro de Heschl; 3, planum temporal; 4, atrío ventricular. 

 

Figure 6: Corte sagital de RNM. 1, fisura silviana; 2, giro temporal superior; 3, surco temporal superior; 4, giro temporal medio; 5, surco temporal 

inferior; 6, giro temporal inferior; 7, giro supramarginalis; 8, giro angularis. 
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                                Figure 7: Corte axial  de RNM. 1, cuerno temporal; 2, giro temporal medio. 

 

Figure 8: Vista medial de cara mesial y basal. 1, segmento anterior del uncus; 2, área entorrinal; (1+2), lóbulo piriforme o sector anterior del giro 

parahipocampal; 3, surco rinal; 4, polo temporal; 5, sector posterior del giro parahipocampal; 6, surco colateral; 7, giro fusiforme; 8, surco 

hipocampal; 9, istmo del giro del cíngulo; 10, labio anterior de fisura calcarína; 11, giro lingual. 
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Figure 9: Corte sagital en RNM. 1, parte petrosa del hueso temporal piso de fosa media; 2, tienda del cerebelo; 3, atrío ventricular; 4, cuerno 

temporal. 

Results: 

The lateral aspect of the temporal lobe is divided into three gyri: superior, 

middle and inferior, by two sulci: superior and inferior. These grooves 

were constant in all specimens. The superior temporal sulcus measured 

between 72 and 99mm in length (mean: 85.5mm); and, between 5 and 

13mm deep (average: 9mm). Its direction was transversal in all cases. The 

inferior sulcus measured between 68 and 71mm in length (mean: 

69.5mm); and, between 6 and 9mm deep (average: 7.5mm). Its direction 

was slightly oblique 

Conclusion: 

The general direction of the temporal sulci points towards the temporal 

horn of the ventricle. A correct anatomical-imaging correlation allows an 

approach minimally invasive, as well as preserving eloquent adjacent 

structures. 
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